Abstract-Bipedal locomotion was simulated to generate a pattern of activating muscles for walking using electrical stimulation in persons with spinal cord injury (SCI) or stroke. The simulation presented in this study starts from a model of the body determined with user-specific parameters, individualized with respect to the lengths, masses, inertia, muscle and joint properties. The trajectory used for simulation was recorded from an ablebodied subject while walking with ankle-foot orthoses. A discrete mathematical model and dynamic programming were used to determine the optimal control. A cost function was selected as the sum of the squares of the tracking errors from the desired trajectories, and the weighted sum of the squares of agonist and antagonist activations of the muscle groups acting around the hip and knee joints. The aim of the simulation was to study plausible trajectories keeping in mind the limitations imposed by the spinal cord injury or stroke (e.g., spasticity, decreased range of movements in some joints, limited strength of paralyzed, externally activated muscles). If the muscles were capable of generating the movements required and the trajectory was achieved, then the simulation provided two kinds of information: 1) timing of the onset and offset of muscle activations with respect to the various gait events and 2) patterns of activation with respect to the maximum activation. These results are important for synthesizing a rule-based controller.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ULTIMCHANNEL functional electrical stimulation (FES) systems with surface electrodes [32] , or percutaneous electrodes [5] , [30] are in limited use for gait restoration. One of the constraints for wider usage of FES systems is the lack of efficient control. In FES systems, in home or clinical applications, a set of switches must be controlled volitionally for up to six channels of stimulation [32] , or a preprogrammed sequence of stimulation patterns is applied to as many as 48 muscles [30] . Tuning the stimulation patterns is "hand-crafted" for each user [30] . Several more sophisticated control strategies are presented in the literature, involving open-loop [7] , [8] , [30] , [38] , [46] , [51] , [56] , closed-loop [8] , [14] , [27] , [28] , [34] or nonanalytical control [1] , [2] , [13] , [22] , [29] , [44] , [49] , [50] , but none is yet sufficiently practical to be widely used.
The lower extremities of a walking human can be represented as a complex, multiactuator, redundant, mechanical system. Many methods have been employed to simulate the movements of human limbs [3] , [12] , [25] - [28] , [31] , [35] , [39] , [40] , [48] , but the biomechanical models [17] , [18] , [58] are generally very difficult to customize for a given individual, due to their complexity and poor user interface. Hatze [18] , [21] used the traditional Lagrangian approach to derive a mathematical model of the total human musculoskeletal system. The model contained a linked set of ordinary firstorder differential equations that describe the dynamics of the segments and muscles respectively. With this model Hatze [18] simulated the model with 17 segments and 46 muscles.
Zajac et al. [27] , [28] , [56] , [58] developed a planar computer model to investigate paraplegic standing induced by FES. Yamaguchi and Zajac [56] tried to determine the minimal set of muscles that could approximate able-bodied gait trajectories without requiring either higher levels of force or precise control of muscle activation. They suggested that gait was more sensitive to changes in the on/off timing of the muscle stimulus than to its amplitude. The process of adjusting the muscle activation levels was critically dependent upon accurately understanding the effect of each muscle on the dynamic response of the system.
A systematic approach to include detailed biomechanical models for control of FES systems (e.g., [10] , [13] , [19] , [20] , [56] , [58] ) has advantages for analyzing the performance of a multichannel FES system. The models used are generally simplified by limiting the number of degrees of freedom; joints are reduced to simple machine-like structures and body segments are treated as rigid bodies. In theory, with appropriate data and constraints a model can predict the resultant actions between linkages to produce the motion [6] , although there is considerable redundancy in the mechanical system [11] , [16] , [41] .
One approach to dealing with the problem of redundancy has been to use optimization methods in which the equivalent relations at any point in the motion are solved on the basis of optimizing some criteria such as the sum of muscle forces, stress, jerk, etc. Optimal control methods that allow for the incorporation of muscle dynamics, have been used in motion synthesis [9] and optimal motion systems [15] , [17] , [33] . Predictions can be simulated using dynamic programming [42] , [43] . Simulation of the system allows a better understanding of the details of locomotion and it can help in developing a feed-forward or a rule-based control paradigm. This study follows two previous developments: 1) a semiempiric method to determine the properties of body segments, joints and muscles of a subject with spinal cord injury (SCI) [7] , [47] and 2) simulation of an externally controlled leg [38] , [42] , [43] or arm [50] .
Here we describe an off-line analysis of excitation patterns of muscles required to produce a trajectory, taking into account the individual biomechanical parameters of the eventual user. The model considers the whole body. The model is decomposed to a body comprising one leg, trunk, head, and arms and the other leg. The simulation requires the following inputs: 1) the hip, knee and trunk angles, 2) the corresponding ground reaction forces and accelerations of the hip, and 3) body parameters, including those of the joints and muscles. The outputs of the simulation are activation patterns of the four equivalent muscles acting around the hip and knee joints. These outputs were selected for use with a simple four channel functional electrical stimulation system. An equivalent muscle is a flexor or extensor of a joint that replaces all the muscle contributing to this function [4] . Details of the optimal control algorithm are presented elsewhere [38] , [50] . This information can and is intended to provide an initial stimulation pattern for paralyzed subjects to walk.
II. METHODS
This study is limited to a planar model of bipedal locomotion. The model following the D'Alembert principle considers the body (arms, head, trunk and one leg) replaced by the interface force and torque acting at the hip joint, and the second leg. The leg is modeled as a planar, two segmental linkage of rigid bodies. The effects of ground reaction are included at the base. The interface to the body is included as the input for simulation. Thus, the model simulated here is reduced to a double pendulum with a moving hanging point which interfaces with the rest of the body and the ground. To make the problem tractable in a practical application, we have made some simplifying assumptions.
The double pendulum representing the leg ( Fig. 1 ) allows knee and hip extension and flexion within physiological limits. We assume that the leg is driven by two pairs of monoarticular muscles acting around the hip and knee joints (Fig. 1) . Biarticular muscles will of course add to the torques measured at each joint, but impose additional constraints that we have ignored at this stage. Estimating experimentally the relative contribution of biarticular muscles is very difficult and time-consuming [23] , but will be considered in the future.
Due to various perturbations and limited strength of the hip and knee flexor and extensor muscles, the shank and thigh may not perfectly track the desired trajectory. Then, the modified shank and thigh trajectories from the prescribed one will alter the hip acceleration, velocity and position, hip and ground forces, as well as the angle of the trunk. We treated the hip acceleration, angle of the trunk versus the horizontal and ground reaction forces as inputs to the simulation, so they should remain unchanged. The solution of this problem was to assume that the subject can compensate for the changes by volitional activity of the trunk and upper extremities acting over the walker or crutches at the ground.
The model does not include active ankle and phalangeal joints, because it was assumed that a subject will wear anklefoot orthoses (AFO) when walking to control ankle position and provide lateral stability at the ankle.
The following system of differential equations describes the dynamics:
The following notations are used.
the shank segment (including the foot); the thigh segment; the center of the mass of the shank and thigh segments; the hip joint; the knee joint; the point of ground contact; distances of the proximal joint to the centers of the masses; lengths of the shank and thigh; masses of the shank and thigh; moments of inertia of the shank and thigh about the central axes perpendicular to xOy plane; gravitational acceleration; force acting at the hip joint; horizontal and vertical components of the ground reaction force; total torques acting at the shank and thigh segments; joint torques at the knee and hip joints; horizontal and vertical components of the hip acceleration; angles of the shank and thigh versus the horizontal axis (Ox); angles of the knee and hip joint; angle of the trunk versus the horizontal axis (Ox). There are several torques contributing to the total torques acting at the links
Flexion of a joint is defined to be the positive direction for angular changes; hence, the flexor torque is assumed to be positive. Index is for the equivalent flexor muscle, and index for the equivalent extensor muscle. The contribution of passive tissue crossing the joints is included by a 'resistive' torque (index which will be described below in (10) and (11) . The difference in the signs of the extension and flexion components of joint torques arises from the definition of the reference frame. For example, 1) hip extension is opposite to the positive direction, but 2) knee extension acts in the same direction as the positive angle in the xOy coordinate system.
The muscle models used for simulation of equivalent flexor and extensor muscles are based on the original work of Hill [24] and Wilkie [55] , which represents muscle dynamics by a contractile component and nonlinear series and parallel viscoelastic elements. The specific model used in this study is similar to the one presented recently in the literature (e.g., [51] ). As shown in Fig. 2 the active joint torque depends on the product of three factors: the neural activation inputs, the length and the velocity of the muscle. The knee and hip joint angles and and their derivatives are related to the length and the velocity of the shortening of muscles. Assuming that all of the muscles flexing the joint can be represented as a single flexor muscle, and all of the muscles extending the joint as a single extensor muscle [4] , and using the modified Hill-based model of such muscles [53] , [54] , [57] , [58] the following equations can be used ( Fig. 2 ):
The coefficients in (4)-(7) determine the best second order polynomial fit through the experimental data recorded in able-bodied or SCI subjects, and are user specific. The quadratic polynomial was selected as the simplest adequate fitting curve. The procedure for determination of the parameters is described in detail elsewhere [45] , [47] , [50] . Note that each of the quantities are nonnegative (i.e., if the right-hand sides of (4)- (7) go negative, the corresponding torque is set to zero).
The normalized joint torques versus joint angular velocities in (4)- (7) are determined by (8) (9) The equations for the hip joint have the same form but the coefficients should be replaced with respectively, and index with The coefficients determine the slope and saturation level of the linearized torque versus velocity of the muscle shortening. These coefficients were determined using the method described in [50] .
The control inputs are variables constrained between 0 and 1, and give the level of activation of each of the equivalent muscles, and their determination is the purpose of simulation. We intentionally used only the levels of activation to simplify the problem. A more complete model would include the activation dynamics, meaning that the activation level will be delayed after the actual electrical stimulation was applied. Then, the form of the activation would be like a low-pass filtered pulse [51] (10) (11) Equations (10)- (11) show the nonlinear resistive torques which depend on both the joint angle and its angular velocity. The two first terms in (10)- (11) are the contributions of passive tissues crossing the joints (dissipative properties of joints) reduced to first order functions. The other terms are the nonlinear components of the resistive torques around the terminal positions, and are modeled as double exponential curves [47] . The determination of the resistive torques is complex in humans with SCI. The parameters were determined from the experimental data [47] . The angles are the neutral positions for the knee and hip joints where the net moments are zero. Lengths and inertial parameters depicted in Fig. 1 and needed for simulation were determined using the procedure described in [47] for each individual subject (Table I) .
The input file for the simulation was prepared using the processed data consisting of the angle of the trunk versus the horizontal, the hip and knee joint angles, the hip acceleration and the ground reaction forces. Data were recorded while an able-bodied subject walked on a level, powered treadmill wearing an ankle-foot orthoses for five minutes. The sensors were: four force sensing resistors built into the insole of the shoe, flexible goniometers at the leg joints, and a pendulum potentiometer at the trunk [37] . The data were captured at 100 Hz. The original kinematic and dynamic recordings were low-pass filtered at 5 Hz [52] . The components of the hip acceleration were calculated using the kinematic data. Two sets of surface electrodes recorded the EMG activities of the quadriceps and hamstring muscles. The EMG was amplified, rectified and integrated at intervals of 10 ms.
The mathematical model for simulation was derived in state space. The vector of state variables is where State variables in this system are constrained by the limited physiological range of motion to and which implies constraints to the state variables and where
By solving the system (1)- (2) with respect to and we can describe the dynamics of the leg controlled by two muscle equivalents at the hip and the knee (12) The terms are nonlinear functions obtained as the result of a series of linear transformations of the system (1)-(11), described in [38] . In order to choose an admissible control in such a way that the actual trajectory will be as close as possible to the desired trajectory and constraining the activation levels of muscles, we introduce the following cost function:
The cost function used for the simulation is formulated in such a way that the overlap of agonist and antagonist activities is minimized, rather than the total activity of all muscles. Details of the optimization used for the simulations are in the Appendix. The algorithm was implemented using MatLab 4.2c.1-Simulink, Ver 1.3a on a PC platform.
III. RESULTS
The results show the simulation of an able-bodied human walking, as well as a subject with SCI. The gait data for both simulations (Fig. 3) were prepared using the experiments in an able-bodied subject (M.P. female, m; kg). She walked wearing ankle-foot orthoses which limited the plantar flexion to 5 and dorsiflexion to 8 . The orthoses simulated the common pattern of walking by paraplegic subjects Fig. 3 . Set of input data used for simulation for both, the able-boded subject and the subject with SCI. The graphs present four consecutive stride cycles starting with right heel contact. The simulation was running for many strides, but only four strides are presented to show the consistency of the model, and the variability from stride to stride. and reduced the complexity of the mathematical problem (see Section II), but did require additional forces from proximal muscles to compensate for lack of plantar flexion, for example. The stride length varied between m and m, with a stride cycle between s and s. The body and muscle parameters determining the relationships between joint torque, joint angle, angular velocity and activation for the able-bodied subject are summarized in Tables I and II . The neutral angles were Fig. 4 shows the recorded joint angles superimposed on the results of simulation. To measure the quality of tracking the difference between the desired angles and the calculated values were determined. The mean absolute errors in radians were defined These errors have been calculated for the whole sequence of walking (230 consecutive strides) using the values sampled at every 10 ms. The magnitude of errors are radians, with the standard deviations radians. The maximum absolute errors were radians. The joint torques (Fig. 5) were determined using the minimum cocontraction assumption (see Section II and the Appendix). The profiles of joint torques are in agreement with data in the literature for gait with a fixed ankle joint [52] .
The simulation output is a set of discrete activation values for four muscle groups (Fig. 6) . The agonist and antagonist muscle are deliberately presented in opposite directions to graphically display that their effect is inverted. The maximum activation is assumed to be 1, while the resting muscle is described with the activation value 0.
The simplest validation of the simulation results is to show that the actual activity of muscles (EMG) coincide with the calculated activations (Fig. 7) . Note that the recorded EMG activities are from both monoarticular and biarticular muscles, and that the principle of minimum cocontraction is presumably not used for 'normal' walking. The EMG patterns are normalized to the maximum EMG activity recorded off-line when the subject was asked to generate a tetanic contraction of the given muscle group. Despite the simplifying assumptions there is a reasonable agreement between the observed EMG and predicted activation (Fig. 7) . The similarity of patterns and timing validates the simulation method to some extent. The main discrepancy is the existence of cocontraction in the EMG recordings which is not seen in the simulation. This difference is due to the selected cost function (see Section IV). The minimization of cocontraction will lead to decreased periods of activating stimulated muscles, which is beneficial from the point of view of muscle fatigue, but may lead to unexpected situations because of the low stiffness of the joints. The simulation of the gait of a subject with SCI with a lesion at level (C.M., female, m, kg) was done by using her body and muscle parameters (Tables I and  III) , but the trajectory recorded from the able-bodied person walking on the powered treadmill (Fig. 3) . The externally activated muscles generate forces that are smaller than the forces generated volitionally by the able-bodied subject; thus, the SCI subject was not capable of developing the joint torques that are needed to track the desired trajectory. Fig. 8 shows that due to this limitation the tracking errors were considerably more than the errors found in an able-bodied subject. The tracking errors for the subject with SCI (Fig. 8) reached the standard deviations were and the maximum errors radians. The simulation shows that for a subject with SCI there is a noticeable difference between the desired hip joint force and torque and calculated force and torque imposed by the tracking error. The mean absolute error in the force and torque were defined as and Those reached N, Nm with the standard deviations
The maximum difference between the forces is N, and between the joint torques Nm. Both occur at near maximum magnitudes and could be compensated by upper extremity effort to help maintain the desired trajectory.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the calculated joint torques and activation profiles for the person with SCI. Note that the activations saturate, because the muscles are not strong enough to generate adequate joint torques. We selected a trajectory for presentation where a gait pattern was achieved that was close to the desired one, even though the muscle activation saturates.
Only two examples are shown here to illustrate the algorithm. However, we tested numerous sets of input data which were collected in volunteer subjects, and the results were similar. Variation of the parameters by 10% for the able-bodied subjects produced little change in the accuracy of tracking. However, with the weaker muscles after SCI, the simulation sometimes became unstable, as is true in most Fig. 8 . Calculated trajectories of the hip and knee joints superimposed over the desired trajectory for the simulation of walking for a human with SCI. Note that the tracking error is much bigger than the one presented in Fig. 4 . Fig. 9 . Joint torques at the hip and knee joints for a human with SCI injury. The gait pattern is the same as the one used for simulating the locomotion of the able-bodied subject. nonlinear systems. This required a sensitivity analysis of the algorithm to variation of the coefficients. There is no exact method to test the sensitivity of a nonlinear system, so the sensitivity was tested empirically by varying the parameters. The values of parameters determining the joint torques versus joint position, joint torques versus joint angular velocities, and passive joint torques were selected to ensure almost Fig. 10 . Calculated activities of the equivalent hip and knee flexor and extensor muscles for a human with SCI injury. Note that there are phases of the gait cycle where the level of activity is equal to one, i.e., the muscle has to be stimulated to generate tetanic contraction, which could be very fatiguing. This is caused by the fact that the muscle forces in a human with SCI are substantially smaller than those in an able-bodied subject. The gait pattern is the same as the one used for simulating the locomotion of the able-bodied subject.
perfect tracking of the desired trajectories. The parameters were varied to determine the range in which the simulation algorithm generates the patterns of activation and ensure tracking. The maximum torques versus joint angle could be decreased by 30%, which is equivalent to a change of the coefficients by about 20%. Increasing the maximum torques over the range of joint angles affects the simulation by reducing the levels of activation. The coefficients can be decreased up to 50% which results in increased duration of muscle activations being saturated. The coefficients affect the simulation very little and they can be reduced up to 90%. The increase of the coefficients affects the simulation by decreasing the levels of activations. The coefficients determining the passive behavior of the joints can be increased by 80%, and the algorithm will generate the output, while the coefficients can be increased by more than 80% before the simulation becomes unstable. The body parameters can be varied by 20% without causing instability of the algorithm, but the patterns of activation will change. The sensitivity of the system is highest to changes in the gait pattern. If the ground reaction forces are asynchronous with respect to the joint angles by 5%, the simulation becomes unstable. Similarly, the trunk angle must be synchronous with respect to the joint angles to within 10%.
IV. DISCUSSION
This study starts from a model of the body determined with user-specific parameters, individualized with respect to the lengths, masses, inertia, muscle and joint properties. The trajectory used for simulation was recorded from an ablebodied subject while walking with ankles fixed using anklefoot orthoses. The aim of the simulation was to study plausible trajectories keeping in mind the limitations imposed by the SCI (e.g., spasticity, decreased range of movements in some joints, limited strength of paralyzed, externally activated muscles). If the muscles were capable of generating the movements required and the trajectory was achieved, then the simulation provided two kinds of information: 1) timing of the onset and offset of muscle activations with respect to the various gait events; and 2) patterns of activation with respect to the maximum activation.
These results are very important for the synthesis of a rulebased control as stated in the Introduction. A rule-based control operates with a finite state representation of locomotion. This finite state representation models walking as a sequence of sensory states, and corresponding joint states, and needs only the timing of the onset and offset of muscle activations. The rules are executed as the need for a transition is recognized by changes in the sensory state; then a new motor command is issued. A sequence of state changes, turning muscles on and off, can lead to jerky movements.
A possible solution to minimize jerks when using finite state control is to introduce "soft" states into the rule-based control. These "soft" states include the continuous pattern of stimulation for individual muscles, rather then finite states that are either on or off. The "soft" states improve the control because they resolve variations in 1) the musculo-tendonous geometry from person to person, 2) the individual joint torques as a result of the disuse and atrophy of muscles, 3) the increased muscle tone which may functionally decrease the range of movements, 4) spasticity which can be very strong and interfere with the process of locomotion.
The results presented are directly applicable to the synthesis of "soft" states. There is a consistent reproducibility of the calculated activity of joint flexor and extensor muscles corresponding to the specific phases of the gait cycle. In addition, the timing is congruous with the timing of muscles in able-bodied subjects. The level of activity depends on the individual biomechanical features. In an able-bodied subject (Fig. 6 ) the muscles are strong enough and activations do not saturate, while in a human with SCI (Fig. 10) the maximum joint torques are not adequate and activations saturate.
In practical FES systems the activity can only be changed when a new stimulation is provided which is typically every 40 or 50 ms (25 or 20 Hz) . This is considerably longer than the 10 ms interval used in the analysis, but a shorter time improves the stability of the linear programming method.
A weakness of this model is that it reduces locomotion to a planar system, and includes only four actuators per leg. The complexity of the optimization algorithm was the main reason to select this reduced model. The limitation of the analysis to only four muscle groups is still suitable for the design of an FES system which commonly only has four to six channels of stimulation for walking with ankle-foot orthoses.
The use of a multiplicative model of joint actuators is advantageous, compared to other biomechanical models that include muscles and their tendinous geometry, because the actual characteristics of the actuators can be determined experimentally. Models dealing with muscle forces require a complete knowledge about the actuators such as: muscle force versus length, muscle force versus velocity of shortening, geometry of insertion points, elasticity of tendons, etc. The muscle forces or tendon properties can not be measured directly and estimation of all the anatomical data for a given subject (e.g., point of tendon insertion, position of the center of rotation, etc.) is almost impossible. As a result these detailed models are generally not customized for individual subjects.
The validity of the model was illustrated by analyzing the actual EMG recordings and calculated patterns of activation for the able-bodied subject. The differences between the two superimposed functions are due to: 1) the calculated activations correspond to minimal cocontractions and 2) the recordings are from both biarticular and monoarticular muscles while the activations correspond only to monoarticular muscles. The mean absolute tracking errors for angles at the knee and hip joints calculated using the simulation results and desired trajectories were very small, if the muscles could generate the joint torques without being saturated. The input data varied from stride to stride, but the error remained small due to the optimization algorithm (not shown).
For the SCI subject the mean absolute tracking errors were several times larger than those calculated for the simulation of walking for the able-bodied subject. This finding was expected, because the muscle forces from the subject with SCI are smaller than the forces that an able-bodied person can develop. We analyzed components contributing to the joint torques and found that the contribution of inertial torques and torques due to the ground reactions are dominant. In fact, the ground reaction forces primarily produced the errors.
Sudden perturbations were not studied, since the model was not developed for real-time control. If perturbations can be described in terms of external torques versus position, velocity or time, they could be integrated into the mathematical model. However, a person using an FES system will be expected to balance using arm supports, so perturbations can be corrected to some extent by volitional activation of trunk and arms.
Even though the walking was rather slow, relatively large joint torques were still needed, compared to the data in the literature for able-bodied humans walking [52] . This increase results from the use of ankle-foot orthoses and the limitation to monoarticular muscles. Biarticular muscles (e.g., rectus femoris m.) are well suited for simultaneous flexion and extension of neighboring joints which occurs during several phases of the gait cycle, so integration of these muscles into the model should decrease the levels of activation. The inclusion of biarticular muscles would introduce further redundancy. This increased redundancy could be resolved by using a cost function that separates the effects of biarticular and monoarticular muscles, or by simple algebraic constraints between the torques generated by the monoarticular and biarticular muscles. However, determining appropriate constraints will require further study, and would require data that may be very difficult to measure in subjects with SCI.
The cost function used for the simulation minimizes the overlap of agonist and antagonist activity, but not the total activity of the two muscle pairs. Reducing cocontraction will reduce muscle fatigue by providing rest periods for the muscle during each step. Fatigue is often the limiting factor in application of electrical stimulation to subjects. However, the absence of cocontraction may not be completely beneficial, because in many activities, including gait, cocontraction increases stiffness and the resistance to perturbations. Including cocontraction would require a modification of the cost function (13) .
Even where the simulation shows that the gait pattern is achievable, it only represents a starting point for fitting an FES controller to a person with SCI. The ground reaction forces and hip accelerations will be different in a person with SCI because of the use of upper-body support and a walker or crutches. In future work we plan to test whether this model-based approach offers practical advantages in determining initial stimulation patterns for a person with SCI, compared to the trial and error methods that are generally applied.
APPENDIX
The discrete form of (12) can be obtained if we put where is a sufficiently large integer and is the stride cycle. Further, for any we put Then, using the approximation the motion can be described in the form (A1) and, after some manipulation and rearrangement (A2) (A3) Considering the limitations in the maximum activity of muscles, the set will be designated as the control region. A control will be called admissible if and it is piecewise continuous for
The motion of the leg is determined by the angles and Accordingly, we call the trajectory. A trajectory will be called admissible if the state variables are within physiological constraints and where Let where have physiological limitations, be the desired trajectory of the functional movement. We assume that (A4) In order to choose an admissible control in such a way that the actual trajectory will be as close as possible to the desired trajectory by constraining that the energy used is minimal we introduce the following cost function:
The cost function used for the simulation imposes that the overlap of agonist and antagonist activity is minimized, but at the same time the total activity of two muscle pairs was not optimized. The values of can be varied between 0 and 1, and in the simulation presented they were both set at the value 1.
A discrete form of the cost function is (A6)
where the terms are determined by (A7) and (A8)
The optimization is now reduced to the system of (A9)
Let the be the solution of (A9). Then the requested optimal control is (A10) Let the solution of the system of (A1)-(A3) be the vector Then, put
If are admissible, then they are the required optimal control and trajectory of the hip-knee system for the time interval
Further details are described in Popović et al. [41] , [42] and Tomović et al. [49] .
